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DESCRIPTION
The CTR collection is characterised by a tube in powdercoated stainless steel that follows the outline of the chair in one
continuous line. The curves of the tube are round while bent in an angle which requires great mastery. With a lightness
of touch the open weave of the backrest appears to float unsuspended around the seat. The weave is made of weatherresistant Tricord and gives extra support to the back. The seat is upholstered with a water-repellent cushion which can
be removed.
MATERIALS
• Frame: 304 stainless steel, powdercoated with an ultra durable polyester coating
• Back: plaited Tricord (polyolefin)
CUSHIONS
The seat cushions are made of dryfoam and therefore water-permeable. The back cushions are water-repellent. The
fillings of these cushions have a cover in a laminated, water-repellent polypropylene material which prevents water from
penetrating. The thread used to stitch the seams swells when getting wet, preventing water from penetrating through the
seams. Moreover, the seams are protected on the inside with an extra covering. If nevertheless water should penetrate,
the material is breathable, letting moisture out to prevent moulding. Fabrics available in category D, E & F.
COLOURS FRAME

COLOURS BACK

00-White

10-Linen

89-Wengé
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89-Wengé
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
01116-x-y - Barchair
delivery unit: 2
packaging seat: tbc
packaging back:
82 x 65 x 29 cm - 0,15 m³ - 8,6 kg
cushion seat: C01118SW

21,7”

55 cm

delivery unit: 2
packaging seat:
59 x 58 x 50 cm - 0,20 m³ - 14,6 kg
packaging back:
82 x 65 x 29 cm - 0,15 m³ - 8,6 kg
cushion seat: C01118SW
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55 cm

01118-x-y - Armchair
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01102-x-y - Clubchair
delivery unit: 2
packaging seat (1 per box):
76 x 67 x 46 cm - 0,23 m³ - 19 kg
packaging back (2 per box):
92 x 92 x 38 cm - 0,32 m³ - 17,5 kg
cushion seat: C01102SW
cushion back (H 36 cm): C01102BW
cushion high back (H 51 cm): C01102BHW

30,3”

delivery unit: 2
packaging seat (1 per box):
152 x 67 x 47 cm - 0,48 m³ - 36,4 kg
packaging back (2 per box):
173 x 83 x 38 cm - 0,54 m³ - 25 kg
cushion seat: C01108SW
cushion back (H 36 cm): C01108BW order 2x!
cushion high back (H 51 cm): C01108BHW order 2x!

77 cm

30,3”

77 cm

01108-x-y - Sofa 156cm

79 cm

01104-x-y - Meridienne right

01103-x-y - Meridienne left
delivery unit: 1
packaging seat: tbc
packaging back: tbc
cushion seat: C01103SW
cushion back: C01103BW

delivery unit: 1
packaging seat: tbc
packaging back: tbc
cushion seat: C01104SW
cushion back: C01104BW

* Appearances, measurements and weights may slightly differ from reality.
x refers to frame, y refers to table top.
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

49,6”

126 cm

01150-x-y - Loungebed

delivery unit: 1
packaging seat: tbc
packaging back: tbc
cushion seat: C01150SW
cushion back: C01150BW (58x36cm - order 2)
155 cm

* Appearances, measurements and weights may slightly differ from reality.
x refers to frame, y refers to table top.
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PROTECTION COVERS
For each item a cover is available that protects the furniture against dirt. These covers in grey colour are made of PU
coated polyester which is water-repellent and UV-resistant. Thanks to their excellent breathable qualities the covers
reduce condensation and heat build-up, helping to prevent the formation of mold and mildew. Always make sure that
furniture, cushions and covers are completely dry before covering furniture.
MAINTENANCE
Frame
Clean the aluminium frame with tap water and a PH neutral soap. For stubborn stains, use Aluminium Cleaner. We advise
to use Metal Protector twice a year which applies an invisible film and protects the aluminium against the adhesion of dirt.
D9952
Aluminium
Cleaner

D9930
Metal Protector Teflon®
(spray that lays an invisible dirt-repellent film)

Back
Before use, we recommend to treat the Tricord weaving with Textile Protector which applies an invisible dirt and water
repellent film. The weaving can be cleaned with clear tap water and a ph-neutral detergent or Synthetics Super Cleaner.
D9922
Synthetics
Super Cleaner
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D9924
Textile Protector

CTR
TECHNICAL STANDARDS
01118 Armchair

01102 Clubchair
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ANSI/BIFMA X5.1-2011

ANSI/BIFMA X5.1-2011

EN1022:2005 6
EN581-1:2006 5
EN 1728:2012

ASTM B117-11 (MOD.)

EN1022:2005 6
EN581-1:2006 5
EN 1728:2012

ASTM B117-11 (MOD.)

CPSD-HL-01010-MTHD
CPSD-HL-01012-MTHD

CPSD-HL-01010-MTHD
CPSD-HL-01012-MTHD

CTR

PROJECT REFERENCES

35 Spring Street, Melbourne, Australia – CTR armchair & clubchair

St. Regis Vommuli Resort, Maldives – CTR armchair & clubchair
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